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Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved 

Cycling & Walking Facilities 2019-20 

Assessment of Walking and Cycling Conditions at  

St Andrews Cres, Glasgow (Southside Housing) 
 

We are Living Streets Scotland, part of the UK charity for 

everyday walking. We want to create a nation where walking 

is the natural choice for everyday, local journeys. 
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Introduction 
Living Streets has received funding from the Social Housing Partnership Fund for 

Improved Cycling & Walking Facilities, administered by Cycling Scotland. As part of 

this work we have reviewed and assessed conditions for walking and cycling around 

29 properties owned by Registered Social Landlords across Scotland. This report 

looks at conditions for walking and cycling around the Southside Housing property at 

St Andrews Crescent, Pollockshields, Glasgow. 

Area context 
 

The project is providing several secure storage units for bicycles for residents. 

The property consists of a set of four blocks, each of 7 or 8 storeys. These sit in an 

open area with no obvious close connection to any other residential property or 

neighbourhood. This open area is made up partially of large grassed surfaces with 

some tree cover, and partially with sealed access and parking for vehicles. There are 

also several hard-surfaced areas which appear generally to be unused (with 

noticeable green growth on top).  

Immediately to the north of this area is an east-west aligned railway line, and 

immediately to the south the wide carriageway of St Andrew’s Drive. There are other 

blocks of property of a roughly similar size immediately to the south of St Andrew’s 

Drive – but little or no sense of connection to these. To the west is non-residential 

property, and to the east one larger residential block, and the wide carriageway of 

Shields Road. The properties are around 1.8km southwest from Glasgow Central 

station (as the crow flies). 

Audit context 
 

This report highlights key observations and themes, and general observations, which 

will we consider to be helpful to the Registered Social Landlord and to Cycling 

Scotland in connection with the funding award. It also adds to knowledge on 

opportunities and barriers around cycling and walking in the local area. The 

Methodology for the audits is included in the separate document, ‘Walking and 

Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: Methodology’.  

It is also helpful to read this document in conjunction with the accompanying ‘Walking 

and Cycling Audits for Registered Social Landlords 2019-20: What Does Good look 

Like?’ which describes, using a set of key principles, the characteristics of a good 

walking and cycling environment.  
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Responsibilities and development 
 

Our urban environments are defined by interrelated features under the influence of 

many different bodies. This report is about current conditions, whatever their cause. 

Registered Social Landlords have control of some aspects of the environment, may 

only able to influence other aspects, and may in some cases have no direct influence 

at all, however this report may be useful in approaching those who do.  

It is strongly recommended that the content of this report should be checked with 

local residents, who are the real experts on quality of experience in the areas where 

they live. 

Funding for improvements to the urban environment might be available from a 

number of sources – and not only to a Registered Social Landlord or statutory 

authorities but also community led groups. Sources include: 

• Places for Everyone - advice, support and funding for the creation of 

infrastructure that makes it easier for people to walk, cycle and wheel for 

everyday journeys 

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/ 

• Awards for All - funding from £300 to £10,000 to support what matters to 

people and communities.  

https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k 

• The Social Housing Partnership Fund for Improved Cycling & Walking 

Facilities – funding for social housing providers for new facilities that make it 

easier, more enjoyable and more accessible for people to walk or cycle:  

https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund 

  

https://www.sustrans.org.uk/our-blog/projects/2019/scotland/places-for-everyone/
https://www.tnlcommunityfund.org.uk/funding/under10k
https://www.cycling.scot/what-we-do/cycling-friendly/social-housing-fund
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Map 
Where helpful the text refers - like this [BF] - to the points marked on this map. 

 

E  Entrance 
B Bus stops 
SD St Andrews Dr 
AR St Andrews Rd 
MD Maxwell Dr 
JR St John’s Rd 
SR Shields Rd 

SW  Seaward St 
CS Carnoustie St 
WS West St 
MR Maxwell Rd 
AD Albert Dr 
PR Pollockshaws Rd 
SM Supermarket 
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Observations 
Project 

  

Some areas close to these tower blocks are much better overlooked than others (and some little overlooked). The security (or 

perceived security) of bike parking might be affected by its location. 

  a 

Immediate area   

Outside the property there are areas where footway surface is of very poor quality. The shorter access lanes lack dropped 

kerbs at their junction with St Andrews Crescent. Sections of these are green with moss (or similar growth). There are larger 

surfaced areas nearby which are so green with moss as to suggest that nobody walks there.  

1,2 

 

b 

Access to St Andrews Crescent from St Andrews Drive is by very wide entrances [E]. There are dropped kerbs here, but the 

kerb line is swept very gently, allowing faster vehicle access and meaning that the dropped kerbs are angled toward St 

Andrews Drive. The surface quality on these dropped kerbs is poor, with significant upstand and a lack of tactile paving. 

3,4 b 

The large number of parked vehicles in this local area, the condition of the footways, and the absence of any route which is 

clearly already used for walking to practical locations, create the impression that most people arrive and leave by car. 

1,2 

3,4 

b 

St Andrews Drive is marked as a two lane carriageway, but is generally is wide enough for four (as is provided in some 

places). The carriageway of Shields Road is 2 or 3 lanes wide, with a separate bi-directional cycle track on its east side. 

3,4 b 

There is a signalised crossing of St Andrews Drive and of Shields Road (at their junction). This is around a 200m walk from 

the closest property – and the full width of the carriageway of either road is crossed in one stage. A pedestrian refuge area is 

5 b 
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provided on St Andrews Drive just to the west of St Andrews Crescent, with a narrowing of the carriageway so that only one 

lane is crossed at a time. Unfortunately the design creates a substantial gully, which would make navigation in a wheelchair 

much more difficult, and a significant build up of mud and green growth in this mud further worsens the situation. 

There are bus stops on Shields Road and St Andrews Drive [B]. Direct access to and from the westbound and southbound 

stops may be challenging because of the need to cross these carriageways. Shields Road is narrowed to tightly controlled 

single lanes only around 40m north of the southbound stop, but the opportunity has not been taken to provide an easier 

crossing. Narrowed lanes and a central pedestrian reservation here might not restrict traffic capacity. Access by the signalised 

crossing at the junction of these two roads is substantially longer (although the stops remain within around 250m). 

 c 

St Andrews Drive in this area is not well overlooked, with residential property only consisting of larger communal blocks set 

well back from the carriageway, and thus may feel less welcoming to pedestrians after dark. 

3,4 b 

The streets further south from St Andrews Drive are physically close to the properties, but connections are relatively 

unobvious. These are lined with larger detached properties (or similar). Carriageways are generally wide and straight. It is 

difficult to assess how these streets will feel for walking after dark. Properties tend to be set a long way back from the footway, 

often behind substantial walls.  

6,7 

8 

d 

Conditions for cycling in these residential streets, at the time of the audit seemed good in places, with some streets carrying 

very low levels of traffic. However some streets in the area are hillier (e.g. St John’s Road [JR]). The continuation of St 

Andrews Drive (which turns south) takes a less hilly route than many other streets, but has been designed to be relatively 

wide, with heavier traffic. Some of the narrower streets also carry much larger volumes of traffic, or traffic travelling at greater 

speed. Those less experienced on bicycles may not easily notice that quieter street routes can link through the area. 

6,7 

8 

d 

Maxwell Drive [MD], which is hilly enough to put some people off cycling there, but it has what may be intended to be cycle 

lanes marked along the edge of the main section of carriageway. These create a visual narrowing effect, which might change 

driving speeds, but they are very narrow, and people using them may be encouraged to pass very close to parked vehicles 

(risking injury from opening doors). This problem was particularly apparent close to the junction with Shields Road. 

6,7, 

8 

d 
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Wider area   

The closest shops to these properties seem to be southeast of the junction of St Andrews Drive and Shields Road. There are 

a relatively large range of small commercial outlets in the base of tenement properties in the more traditionally designed 

residential area here – on St Andrews Drive, Maxwell Road, and Albert Drive. These include smaller convenience-style shops. 

The closest are within around 300-400m of the properties. The closure of the end of Shields Road to the south of this junction 

makes these shops substantially more accessible (reducing the need to wait to cross to one carriageway. 

  

The nearest larger supermarket [SM](Lidl) appears to be around 1.5 km away (1.2km as the crow flies).    

Much of the route on foot toward this supermarket can be through the area of tenement property between Shields Road and 

St Andrews Road, and it is well overlooked. Conditions for cycling are, in places, very quiet – and McCulloch Street [MS] 

stands out as having been substantially re-designed to properly control vehicle speeds and volumes. However many of the 

streets have complex conditions due to wider carriageways or large numbers of parked vehicles. It seems unlikely that many 

people would feel completely safe cycling here.  

9 d 

Walking trips toward this supermarket also involve crossing railway lines and Pollockshaws Road [PR]. Routes must be by 

either Maxwell Road [MR] or Albert Drive [AD]. Both have substantial sections which are not well overlooked, making them 

potentially less welcoming at night – although it is possible that the number of users may counteract this. Albert Drive ends 

with a signalised crossing of Pollockshaws Road. This section of Pollockshaws Road has relatively little obvious residential 

use, large volumes of traffic, and is therefore less welcoming on foot. Both routes involve delays at larger carriageways. 

 d 

Journeys by bicycle toward this supermarket also involve one of these two routes. Neither road offers conditions which are 

likely to feel acceptable for cycling to most people, with large junctions on both. The end of Maxwell Road [MR] is quiet, and 

could link closely to a new cycle track on Victoria Road, but the need to cross Pollockshaws Road, and a pedestrian guardrail 

between Victoria Road/Eglinton Street/Pollockshaws Road make a direct connection impossible. A painted cycle lane is 

provided on sections of Albert Drive [AD], but this is so narrow that we judge that it may increase rather than decrease risks to 

people cycling, and in any case it stops abruptly under parked vehicles. There is nothing to support a connection to the 

supermarket from this point east. A bicycle parking area at the supermarket was not obvious.  

 d 
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These properties can be seen as at the north edge of Pollockshields. There is a residential area with very clear boundaries, 

created by the motorways and many railways which run nearby, and effectively surround the area. Journeys in many 

directions must negotiate the crossing of one or both. The M8 and M74 and M77 run nearby. The junctions between these, 

and other associated access/exit structures, effectively stretch over more than 2km, severing this area from those to the north. 

There are limited entry and exit points to this wider area, making conditions on those that do exist important. 

 d 

The only two obvious area entry/exit points east of the properties are Maxwell Road [MR] and Albert Drive [AD] - as discussed 

above. The only entry/exit point to the north/northeast, the obvious direction for any journey toward the city centre, is initially 

on Shields Road [SR]. It also seems likely that a large proportion of journeys to the west/northwest would use this.  

  

The local section of Shields Road allows crossing of the closest railway. In other places Shields Road has a carriageway 

which has (or is wide enough for) 4 lanes of traffic, but at the railway bridge it is narrowed to 2 tightly controlled lanes, 

improving the environment for people on foot. The footways are not overlooked by any surrounding property, and to the north 

of the railway is primarily an industrial area, and a major road junction (with Scotland Street, close to access to the M8 at 

junction 21). The closest Glasgow Underground station is located at this junction.  

This short section of Shields Road also has a bi-directional cycle track, making it very significantly safer to cycle here. There 

is no easy access to this track from the access roads around the property. The path from the properties to Shields Road is at 

a point where crossing Shields Road is difficult. The design of the kerbs here discourages access. The closest obvious 

access to the cycle track requires use of the traffic signals at the Shields Rd/St Andrews Dr junction (around 100m south). 

14 d 

Journeys further (west, north and east) from the junction of Shields Road and Scotland Street are possible, but are through 

primarily industrial areas defined by the presence of the motorway. Glasgow Central Station is only around 1.8km from the 

properties (as the crow flies), to the northeast. 

15,16, 

17,18 

 

One option for onward journeys from this junction is to pass north immediately under the motorway, which at this point has 

around 13 lanes wide on 4 separate flyovers. Access is possible (on foot) on footways beside a major roundabout to Seaward 

Street [SW]. An option is available by bicycle, using an unattractive narrow pathway which links to an industrial access road 

through an area of derelict land, also ending on Seaward Street. These seem the only sensible options for journeys to the 

18 d 
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immediate north and wider west. A longer walk west through the industrial area beside the motorway does allow access to 

two foot bridges but this route has little or no additional advantage, and challenges of its own. None of these options provide 

attractive conditions for walking or cycling, and after dark it seems likely that many will find them very unwelcoming. 

A second option for onward journeys from this junction is to follow Scotland Street to the east.  

Carnoustie Street [CS] links northward under the motorway from here, but any pedestrian routes alongside it are unobvious.  

At the end of Scotland Street, West Street [WS] links northwards through a primarily industrial area. A route on an obvious 

footway is possible on foot, and this is the obvious walking route toward the city centre (around 2.7 km to Glasgow Central 

station). The bi-directional cycle track beginning on Shields Road follows this, making it possible to reach a footbridge over 

the River Clyde. This seems to provide a level of safety in most places which many people would accept for cycling. However 

there are compromises, with several junctions where those cycling and walking share space, which in places is tightly 

constrained. It seems clear that vehicle access to and from the motorway is prioritised over pedestrian/bicycle movement, with 

large areas of carriageway further widened at key points, and a reduction of space for cycling/walking becoming very narrow. 

In conversation with one person cycling here they referred to the narrowest area for cycling (at Wallace Street) as “ridiculous”. 

The route is through an area defined by the presence of the motorway, with property which feels primarily industrial, with the 

result that many might find it unattractive, and perhaps very unwelcoming after dark. 

14,15, 

16,17 

d 
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Recommendations 
 Project 

a The association should monitor whether the location chosen for cycle parking is one which people feel is secure. 

 Immediate area 

b The association should provide (or seek through appropriate channels) improvements for pedestrians immediately around the properties, 

within the area defined by Shields Road and St Andrews Drive. These should also consider crossing opportunities for both carriageways. 

A positive step might be to analyse what walking routes are already taken, and to improve surfaces, dropped kerbs, and the routes 

available between parked cars, so as to facilitate use of these routes. The effects of this kind of improvement would not only be practical, 

but would also change the image of this area – making walking and cycling into and out of the area seem more normal, counteracting the 

impression that anyone here on foot is accessing a vehicle, and emphasising that people do already walk into and out of this area. Small 

changes here might have a relatively important effect. If such improvements also catered for people cycling, the effects could be greater. 

c The association should ascertain (in consultation with appropriate other bodies) whether access to bus stops can be made easier, 

checking what proportion of users find access difficult at present. Nearby both carriageways are narrowed to separate single lanes in 

each direction, yet at the stops themselves pedestrians are beside carriageways which effectively provide for 4 lanes of traffic. In some 

countries the prioritising of crossing pedestrians is also taken as an opportunity to prioritise bus traffic, using the narrowing of carriageway 

space, and a division of lanes, as a way to prevent other vehicles from overtaking buses. 

d The association should choose to make itself aware of the general barriers to walking and cycling that residents face, on the basis that it 

can add weight to their wishes or could choose to speak on their behalf in pursuing improved conditions. 

 

.
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Supporting photos 
 

  

1: Car parking access at properties 2: Footway quality at car park accesses 

  

3: St Andrews Crescent entrance 4: St Andrews Crescent (poor dropped kerbs) 

  

5: Build out at pedestrian refuge, St Andrews Drive 6: Hill on Maxwell Drive at St John’s Road [JR] 
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7: Maxwell Drive west of Shields Road  

(narrow cycle lanes close to parked cars) 

8: Shields Road south of Albert Drive 

(traffic busier, faster) 

  

9: McCulloch St  

(substantial redesign of carriageway) 

10: Maxwell Rd at Pollockshaws Rd  

(lack of access to cycleway) 

  

11: Albert Drive at railway bridge (very narrow cycle 

track at narrowed section of carriageway) 

12: Albert Drive east of railway (narrow cycle lane 

close to parked cars ends abruptly) 
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13: Albert Drive close to Pollockshaws Road  

(east of cycle lane ending) 

14: Shields Road close to properties  

(narrowed carriageway at railway, cycle track) 

  

15: Cycle track on Scotland Street 16: Cycle track joins narrow footway  

(junction Scotland St / Carnoustie St)  

  

17: Cycle track joins narrow footway at pedestrian 

signals (West St at Wallace St) 

18: Unattractive route beneath motorway for cycling  

(linking Scotland St north toward Seaward St) 

 


